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Consider a given pattern H and a random text T oflength n. We assltme that consecutive
symbols in the texl are generated either independently or with a Markovian dependency, i.e.,
we stItely both the so called Bernoulli model and the Markovian model. OUf goal is to assess
the limiting distribution of the frequency of the pattern occurrences ln a random sequence.
Overlapping copies of a pattern are counted separately! We prove that the number of pattern
occurrences tends to a normal distribution, and we derive explicit and asymptotic formulas for
the mean and the variance of the pattern occurrence. During the course of the derivation we
compute the probab·llity of exactly r occurrences of H in the text T. We derive the generating
function of tIllS probability, and using an analytical technique we derive in a uniform manner
all results announced above. Applications of these results range from wireless communications
to approximate pattern matching, molecular biology, games, codes, and stock market analysis.
These findings are of particular interest to molecular biology problems such as finding patterns
with unexpected (high or low) frequencies (the so called contrast words) and gene recognition.
1 Introduction
Repeated patterns and related phenomena in words (sequences, strings) are known to playa
central role in many facets of computer science, telecommunications, and molecular biology.
Some notable applications include coding theory and data compression, formal language theory,
fmding repeated motifs of a DNA sequence, and the design and analysis of algorithms. One of
the most fundamental questions arising in such studies is the frequency of pattern occurrences
in another string known as text.
Applications of these results range from wireless communications (cf. (1]) to approximate
pattern matching (cf. [14,21]), molecular biology (cf. [IS]), games, codes (cf. [10,11,12]), and
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stock market analysis. In fact, this work was prompted by questions posed by E. Ukkollen,
T. Imielinski and P. Pevzner concerning approximate pattern matching by q-grams (cL [14]),
developing performance analysis models for database systems in wireless communications (er.
[1]), and gene recognition in a DNA sequence (d. [18]), respectively.
Our results are obtained in a probabilistic framework, namely we assume that the text is
generated randomly according to either Bernoulli model or Markovian model. In the former,
every symbol of a finite alphabet ~ is created independently of the other symbols, and the
probabilities of symbol generation are not the same. Tf all probabilities of symbol generation
are the same, the model is called symmetric Bernoulli model. In the Markovian model the
next symbol depends on the previous one, and this dependency is described by a transition
matrix P. We obtain the mean, variance and the lhniting distribution of the number of pattern
occurrences in a random text.
In tIllS conference version of the paper, we concentrate mostly on the Bernoulli model.
Most derivations arc shown only for this model. In fact, our analysis turns out to be quite
simple so an extension to a Markovian model is possible without major changes.
Study"lng pattern occurrences in a random string is a classical problem. Feller [7] already
in 19G8 suggested some solutions in his book. Several other authors also contributed to this
problem: e.g_, see [3,4, 13, 16] and references there. However, the most important recent
contributions belong to Guibas and Odlyzko, who in a series of papers (cL [10,11, 12]) laid
the foundations of the analys·ls for the symmetric Bernoulli model. In particular, the authors
of [12] computed the moment generating function for the number of strings of length n that
do not contain anyone of a given set of patterns. Certainly, this suffices to estimate the
probability of at least one pattern occurrence in a random string generated by the symmetric
Bernoulli model. Furthermore, Guiba..'i and Odlyzko [12] in a passing remark also presented
some basic results for several pattern occurrences in a random text for the symmetric Bernoulli
model, and for the probability of no occurrence of a given pattern in the asymmetric model.
In this paper, we extend these results of [12]. In particular, we compute the probability of
exactly r occurrences of a pattern (given or random) in a random text in the asymmetric
Bernoulli model and Markovian model. Furthermore - which is our main contribution that
does not follow from Guibas and OdlY7;ko results - we derive the Iimlting distribution of the
number of pattern occurrences. Finally, we should mention that the existence of a limiting
distribution follows from a martingale argument proposed in [19]. Mean and variance for the
symmetl'ic Bernoulli model were also computed in [18]. All of this is generali7.cd and simplified
in this paper. In addition, we provide the rate of convergence for the central limit theorem,
convergence in moments, and large deviations results (cL Theorem 2.2).
Our results are of particular interest to molecular biology problems such as finding pattern
with unexpected (high or low) frequencies (the so called contrast words) [9] and used in recog-
Illzing genes by statistical properties [0]. Statistical methods have been successfully used from
the early 80's to extract information from sequences of DNA. In particular, identifying deviant
short motifs, the frequency of which is either too high or too low, might point out unknown
biological information (cL (0] and others for the analysis of functions of contrast words in
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DNA texts). From th.is perspective, our results give estimates for the statistical significance
of deviations of word occurrences from the expected values and allow a biologist to build a
dictionary of contrast words in genetic texts.
Another biological problem mentioned above for which our results might be useful is the
gene recognition. The most gene recognition techniques rely on the observation that statistics
of patterns/motifs/codon usage in coding and non-coding regions are different. Our paper
provides a method to estimate the statistical significance of such differences.
In general, using our results we can construct confidence interval for pattern OCCllrrences,
and lise it to recognize some regions in a DNA sequences. In fact, our approach can be also used
to recognize statistical properties of an information source (e.g., DNA, image, text, etc.), and
using this information one can tune up algorithms used in these problems. v\"e leave further
applications of our method to a journal version of the paper restricting ourselves to presenting
the results and sketching our proofs which seem to be general (and leading to surprisingly
simple results).
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present our main results and their
consequences. The proofs are delayed till the last section. Our derivation in Section 3.1 usc a
language approach, thus is also valid for Markovian models since no probabil"lstic assumption
is made. In fact, we believe that this approach should be successful in finding palindrom
occurrences in a DNA sequence (a problem of particular interest to molecular biologists since
it allows to predict the secondary structure of DNA).
2 Main Results
Let us consider two strings, a pattern string 1/ :::: hI hz ... hm and a text string T :::: t1t2 .. . i n
of respective lengths equal to 1n and n over an alphabet ~ of size V. We assume that the
pattern string is fixed and given, while the text string is random. More precisely, the text
string Tis:
(i) either a realization of all independently, identically distributed sequence of random va.ri-
abies (Li.d.), such that a symbol sEE occurs with probability P(s) (i.e., Bernoulli
model)
(ii) or the text is a realization of a Markov sequence, that is, probability of the next symbol
occurrence depends on the previous sequence. In this case, we define P ::::: {P.'loS2}5hS2E~
where PS j ,S2 ::::: Pr{tj+l ::::: s21tj ::::: st}.
Our main goal is to estimate the frequency of multiple pattern occurrences in the text
assuming the asymmetric Bernoulli model and the Markovian model. However, in this con-
ference version of the paper we concentrate only on the Bernoulli model. As it turns out, our
novel method of derivation can easily be extended to the Markovian case, thus we leave the
techn.icalities of this case to a journal version. We claim that one of our main contribution is
the method of analysis.
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To prescnt our main findings we adopt some notation from [11, 12] (cf. also [4, 13]). I3elow,
we write p(H1) for the probability of the subslring n1 = hi ... h j .
Definition 1 For two sllings F and !I we define the correlation polynomial GpH (z), as follows
CFH(Z) ~ L P(lIk+1)z"-',
hF'II
(1)
where k E FH means that the last k symbols of F are equal to the first k symbols of H (i.e., the
size k suffix of F is equal to the size k p"efix of H). If F = H, then the correlation polynomial
is called the autocorrelation polynomial, and is denoted by AH(Z) = GIIH(Z).
We can now proceed to formu1<tte our main results. In the sequel, we dcnote by On(H) ;:t
random variable representing the number of occurrences of II in a random text T of size n.
We also write tr,n(H) = Pr{On(lI) = r}. Wc introduce the probability generating function 3.e;:
'J~(z) = L:n~o tr,nzn for Izi ;:: 1. Finally, we define the bivariate generating function
~ ~ ~
T(z,") ~ LT,(z),,' ~ L L Pr{On(H) = r}znw' .
r=l r=l n=O
Our first preliminary result for the Bernoulli model is summari7.cd in lhe next theorem.
The proof is presented in the next seclion. Its method of derivation is of its own interest, and
may be applied to a larger class of problems on words.
Theorem 2.1 Let H be a given pattern, and T be a random text generated according to the
asymmetric Bernoulli model.
(i) The genemting function T(z, u) (of a language of words containing at least, one occurrence
of a given pattern H) is:
wilh
Htrthermore: For any r ;:: 1
P(H)z" +(1- z)Au(z)




(ii) Let PH be the largest root in Izi < 1 of DH(Z) = o. Then, 0 < PH < 1, and more precisely
PH = 1- :~~)) + O(P'(H)) . (5 )
For large 11, and fixed T the following asymptotic formula holds for somi: P < PH
,+1
tr,,,(H) = La_jni-lpH-i +O(pn)
j=l









and the remaining coefficients can be computed acc01'ding to the standllTd formula, namely
I dr+l-i )
a_j = ( . )' lim d +' . (T,(z)(z - PHr+1
T - J + 1 . Z_PI! zr J
1I1ithj=1,2, ... r .•
Using the above result, in particular (2.1), we prove in Sedion 3 our main result concerning
the frequency of pattern occurrences.








(ii) f'0/' large n
" 2AH(1) - (2m - 1) P(H) + 1 ,
C2 m(3m - 2)P(H) - 2mAH(I) - m - 2AH(I)
O,,(H) - EO,,(H) '!!'N(O, 1)
)Va> 0,,(11) (12)
where'!!:" mean "in distribution", anli N(O, 1) denotes the standard nO/'mal distribution.
convergence above also holds in moments. llf01'e precisely, for a complex t we have
"" (-'-) " ( ( 1 ))e- I a Tn can = e"2 1 +0 ..;n
The
( 13)
The above results find several applications in molecular biology and other areas, as men-
tioned in the introduction. In particular, Theorem 2.2 can be used to construct a confidence
interval for the frequency count. We leave a complete discussIon of our consequences to the
journal version. We point out only that our result gives also the rate of convergence that might
ue crucial for some applications.
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3 Analysis
The key element of our analysis is a derivation of the generating function T(z, u) presented
in Theorem 2.1. The main part of t.he below derivation is general enough that it works [or
Bernoulli as well as for Markovian models. It is based on constructing special languages and
fi Ilding relationships between them. Later in this section, when we work with generating
functions, we restrict ourselves to the Bernoulli model. A similar approach, however, works
without any signlficant change (except that calculations become more cumbersome) for the
Markovian model.
We proceed in two stages. First, we use language algebra and derive associated functional
equations for generating functions (cf. Theorem 2.1). Once this is done, we usc standard
analytical tools to derive the asymptotic properties of the frequency count On(H) (cf. Theorem
2.2).
3.1 General Relationships on Certain Languages
We start with some definitions:
Definition 2 Given a pattern H:
(i) Let T be a language of words containing at least one occur1'ence oJH, and Jar any intc,gel'
1', let T;. be the language of words containing exactly r occurrences of I-I,
(ii) We define RH and.eH as languages conatining only one occurrence of H at the right anfl
respectively IcJt end of a word from these languages. We also define UH as
(H)
whcre the operation' means concatenation of words. In other words a word 1l E UH if
Hu has exactly one occurrence of 11 at the left end of H1l.
(iii) I~et M H be a language that has exactly two occurrences oj H at the left and right emf oj a
wordfromMH, that is, MH = {w: Hw has exactly two occurrences of H one at the right
end and the other at the left end}.
(iv) Finally we defined the set AH associateff with the autocorrelation of 11, that is:
AH={Hk+1 , kEHH}
where HH is the autocorrelation defined in Definition 1.
Using the above definition, we easily prove the following result that summarizes relation-
ships between the languages introduced above.
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whel'e S is the alphabet set, E is the empty wOl'd, and ffi and e are disjoint union and substrac-
tion of languages.
Proof: All three relatiolls are proved in a similar fashion. Let us start with (16). We consider
a word t in To and add some character x, Clearly, t . x is not an empty sequence. Two cases
must be considered: either t- x docs not contain H (and then must be in To e c) or it contains
II and thus the word is in RH. This completes the proof. A similar reasoning yields (17).
Finally, relation (15) follows directly from the definitions of RII and AH.•
The above relations allow us to describe the language 7;., that further leads to the generating
function of O,,(H). We prove below the following:
Theorem 3.2 The language 7;. satisfies the fundamental equation:
7;. = R H ·MH-1 ,UH
where the set MI-I defined in Definition 2 can be represented as
Also, the language T satisfies:
(18)
(19)
Proof: We get our decomposHion a.c; follows. The Hrst occurrence of H in a word in 7;.
determines a prefu: that is in RH. Then, one concatenates a non-empty word w, x that creates
the second occurrence of f{. Hence, w is in UH while w· x is not. Equivalently, 11)' X ranges
over UH' ;1 e (UH - {E}). This process is repeated l' - 1 times. Finally, one adds a suffix chosen
from UH.•
3.2 Generating Functions for the Bernoulli Model
In the prev'lous section we did not make any probabilistic assumptions. Thus the above results
are good for any model, including the Markovian one. Now, we start deriving generating
functions, and therefore we restrict ourselves for simplicity of presentation to the Bernoulli
model.
We start with a definHlon:
Definition 3 POI' any language I:, we define its gcnemting Junction L(z) as
L(z) = L P(w)zlwl
wee
whel'e P(w) is the probability o/the word w, and Iwl is the length ofw.
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To Lransfer our language relaLions into generating functions, we need few rules that we
discuss next: The two operations on our languages, namely: the disjoint union En and concate-
nation· become the sum operation + and the multiplication operation on generating functions.
Indeed, it is easy to prove the following two properties:
(PI) Let [,1 and [,2 be two arbitrary languages with generating functions L 1(z) and L 2(z),
respectively, Then, the union language [, = [,1 EEl [,2 is transfered into the generating
function L(z) such that
(P2) Let us now consider a new language [, that is constructed from the concatenation of two
other languages, say [,1 and [,2, that is [, = [,1 . [,2' Then, the generating function L(z)
of [, becomes
L(z) = L, (z)L,(z) .
In particular, the generating function L(z) of [, = S· LI(Z) where S is the alphabet is
L(z) = Z/,,(Z).
Now we arc ready to translate our basic relations from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 into appro-
priate generating fundions. A dlred application of properties (PI) and (P2) leads to the
foHowing result that immediately implies Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 3.1 The generating Junction
= =
T(z.u)= LuCTc(z) = LUc L p(w)zlwi
r=1 r=1 wETT
associated with the language T (at least once occurrence oj H) becomes
T(z,u) = RH(Z) ~ ( )UH(Z) (20)I-1l HZ
where
To(z) AH(Z) (21)p(H)zm + (1- z)AH(z)
RH(z) p(H)zm (22)p(H)zm +(1- z)AH(z)
UH(Z) 1 (23)p(H)zm + (1- z)An(z)
MH(Z) (z - 1)UII(Z) +1 . (24)
As mentioned above, this lemma directly implies part (i) of Theorem 2.1. Part (ii) follows
after some simple asymptotic analysis as in [8].
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3.3 Moments and Limiting Distribution
We first wrestle with the moments of On(H), that is, EOn(H) = [zn]'I"( z, 1) and EOn(H)(On(ff)-
1) = [z"JT"( z, 1) where [z"lJ(z) denotes the coefficient of J(z) at zn, and T'( z, 1), T"(z, 1) arc
the first and the second derivative of T(z, u) at u = I. Below, we only show computation for
the mean EOn(H) since the latter is similar but more cumbersome.
After using the identity u = (UNII(Z) - DJl(z)/NIl(Z) + D!L(z)/NIl(Z) the calculation
become very simply, and we find
and
, P(H)
T (z, 1) = zm 2(1 Z)2
The formula (10) for the mean follows immediately from tltis. For the vmiance we use the
following formula
T" (, I) = 2P(JI)NH(Z)
!HI -, z2m 3(1 _ Z)3 '
and it suffices to extract the coefficients at 1/(1 - z) for i = 1,2,3.
The limiting distribution is not much more difficult! Let p(u) < 1 oe the largest root of
or equivalently
(25)
where MH(z) is given aoove. Then, an elementary application of the residue theorem leads for
any R ~ 1 to
(26)
where
C u _ perI)
( ) - DH(1- p(u)) +DH(p(U))
The form of (26) suggest to use Bender's result [2], but we rather derive usue Goncharov's
theorem [15] to avoid checking all assumptions of the Bender theorem. Observe that C(l) = 1,
and EOn(Il) ~ -en - m + 1)p'(1) as well as Va; On - -en - m + 1)(p"(1) - [p'(u)]'). We
now usc Goncharov's theorem (cf. [15]) to prove the limiting distribution. Let Jin = EOn(H)
and a; = Var On(H). Then, to establish normality of (On(H) - Jin)/an we must prove the
following
lim e-tp,,!uIlTn(et!u,,) = et2 /2 (27)
n_oo
for some complex t around zero. Using ollr expression (26) after some algebra we prove that
(d. [2])
(
tfl n tlln [2 3 )
exp -+-+-+O(nt/a)
an an 2
e"/2 (1 + 0(1/vn))
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and this completes the proof of our results.
Finally, we should mention that the above analysis can be relatively easily extened to the
Markov casco In particular, (20) should hold, and thus the function p(u) is the smallest root
of equation (25), with an appropriate interpretation of MII(z). The algebra involved is more
intricate, but conceptually we are in the same framework.
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